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	The 30 Day MBA: Learn the Essential Top Business School Concepts, Skills and Language Whilst Keeping Your Job and Your Cash, 9780749454128 (0749454121), Kogan Page, 2009
I left the family business, in my case the Army, after a few short years. I hadn’t given much thought to a career before I ‘joined up’ and I followed a similar approach when I left. I found a job in sales and within a year or so was in a very junior management position. The company I worked for was in the vanguard of some new communications technology that was in great demand. One of my clients, a major newspaper publisher, was keen that we should adapt our product more closely to their needs. The changes looked relatively minor, just some alterations to casing, a tweak or two in programming, and the prospects of some big future orders and commission cheques looked distinctly possible.

I made the case to my boss, the area sales manager, detailing the likely level of demand my client would have for the product, the price we could achieve and when they would need deliveries. He in turn promised to push it hard with his boss, the sales and marketing director. A month went by and my boss reported back that the directors had considered the proposal and decided not to proceed. I thought either my boss had made a poor presentation of my facts or the board had failed to grasp the nature of the opportunity. Either way, I’d lost the chance of an order and big payout.
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Introduction to Java and Software Design: Swing UpdateJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
Introduction to Java and Software Design represents a significant transition in the development of the Dale series, with much that is new. This book has been developed from the ground up to be a Java text. It is not a Java translation of our previous texts. However, we have retained our familiar easy-to-read style and clear approach to introducing...

		

Healing Logics: Culture and Medicine in Modern Health Belief SystemsUtah State University Press, 2001

	
		Scholars in folklore and anthropology are more directly involved in various aspects of medicine—such as medical education, clinical pastoral care, and negotiation of transcultural issues—than ever before. Old models of investigation that artificially isolated "folk medicine," "complementary and alternative...



		

Sams Teach Yourself Core Data for Mac and iOS in 24 Hours (2nd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Organizing things is an important human activity. Whether it is a child organizing toys in some way (by size, color, favorites, and so forth) or an adult piecing together a thousand-piece jigsaw puzzle, the desire to “make order out of chaos” (as one inveterate puzzler put it) reflects a sense that somehow if...





	

Physics of Semiconductor DevicesSpringer, 2002
Physics of Semiconductor Devices is a textbook aimed at college undergraduate and graduate teaching. It covers both basic classic topics such as energy band theory and the gradual-channel model of the MOSFET as well as advanced concepts and devices such as MOSFET short-channel effects, low-dimensional devices and single-electron transistors. As a...

		

Designing Successful e-Learning, Michael Allen's Online Learning LibraryPfeiffer, 2007
“The theoretical literature on learning and growth can be difficult to master and even more challenging to integrate into e-learning, but Michael has made this easy for all of us. He explains this thinking in clear and accessible language, amplifies the theories with research results, and describes popular approaches by applying these...

		

Hospitality Management AccountingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Welcome to the eighth edition of Hospitality Management Accounting! Your studies of the hospitality, tourism, and service industries are taking place during a time of amazing growth and success. Around the world, new operations are being created, while established companies continue to expand their products and services, which, in turn, enhances...
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